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- Why can't you travel directly to Russia to visit 
your family and friends? 

- Why are there such harsh sanctions against 
people, if it is "merely" an "aggression" and "armed 
conflict"? 

- What does this have to do with ordinary 
Russians? 

It seems more like the Russians are the new Jews 
everyone agrees to hate. I have noted that school 
teachers in several places in Denmark teach children 
to hate Russians. And Danish TV is notoriously 
Russophobes and makes non-stop programs with 
racist undertones against Russians. I remember, for 
example, during the World Cup in football in 2018, 
how two sports journalists took pleasure in saying 
that you “could not even get a cup of coffee at the 
airport in Moscow” ... followed by the classic deeply 
racist "we in Denmark are much better than every ‐
one else" agreed shaking of their heads  and 
"hahaha". Well how was it in reality? Now it was 
different, quite the opposite in fact. My son and I 
flew to Moscow for the World Cup in Football in 
2018 and had to fly at midnight and thus arrived at 
Copenhagen Airport at about 21:30 and all shops 
and restaurants were closed. You literally could not 
get a cup of coffee ….. in Copenhagen Airport. But 
with "die unter menchen" in Russia we arrived 
@3AM at Moscow Sheremetevo Airport on the way 
to Sochi to see Portugal and Ronaldo against 
Uruguay. Everything was open, I repeat everything 
was open, all the clothes shops, all the bars, all the 
restaurants, and all the cafes, my son and I went 
straight to the Irish Pub and had a big Irish break ‐
fast. Thus just another example of institutionalized 
racism on Danish TV against Russians. The bottom 
line is that ordinary Russians want a peaceful 
solution just like ordinary Ukrainians.

- With these extremely harsh sanctions against 
all completely innocent peace-loving people, why 
are there no sanctions against Western companies? 
96% of all Western companies in Russia are still the ‐
re and there are no sanctions against them. Why not?

- Why don't the western companies that "deal 
with the enemy" have their bank accounts frozen? 

- Do you agree with my analysis that the world's 
financial center is being moved to China? (Much 
more on that below). 

- Do you agree with my analysis that the West ‐
ern culture is under attack? The family must be de ‐
stroyed, religion is bad unless it is satanic, unrestra ‐
in ed immigration of only young men from countries 
we have just carpet bombed is a good idea, never wo  ‐
men, children and elderly men? I wonder why not? 

- Do you agree with my analysis that these 
young men may be used by the military-industrial 
complex to create chaos at a given time, if, for exam ‐
p le, the population gets fed up with the introduction 
of dictatorship in the form of CBDC (central bank 
digital currency), 15 min cities, insects as food, for ‐
ced vaccination and censorship? This is not a criti ‐
cism of immigrants, who I believe generally behave 
in an exemplary manner and it is my opinion that 
they love Denmark. I simply believe that some of the 
most recent arrivals may be "hand-picked" sleeper 
agents. Is this something you are aware of?

- Do you agree with my analysis that a Chinese 
type of surveillance state with a social credit score is 
being tried to be introduced everywhere in the West 
with the same health passport that Adolf Hitler 
introduced in Nazi Germany? 

- What is the difference between Denmark, toget ‐
her with the USA and England, attacking Libya "to 
save the civilian population" and Russia entering 
Ukraine in an SMO/"aggression"/"armed conflict" to 
save the Russian-speaking civilian population? 

- When are you allowed to interfere in the inter ‐
nal affairs of other countries, and when are you not 
allowed? I don't quite understand NATO's "rule 

based" New World Order they are talking about? 
May you or may you not enter a country "to save 
the civilian population"? 

- If a population group in a country wants inde ‐
pendence, then the state can do two things, either 
crack down hard and handle it as an internal matter 
or allow a referendum as for example how they did 
in Slovakia with a 51% majority leaving Czechoslo ‐
va kia or Crimea with a 97% majority. Which one 
does Denmark think is the best? Should there al ‐
ways be a heavy crackdown on any demands for 
independence or should there be the possibility of 
referenda, as for example we have seen in the Faroe 
Islands and in Scotland. 

- Why did Denmark, together with the USA and 
England, bomb Libya's water supply with uranium 
depleted bullets in 2011? 

- How do you save the civilian population by 
flying hundreds of kilometers into the desert and 
bombing a "Great Man Made River" with uranium 
depleted bullets?

- How do you save the civilian population from 
an evil dictator by bombing the factory that made 
spare parts for The Great Man Made River, which 
Libya had paid Western companies USD 65 Billion to 
make? A river that brought the cleanest drinking 
water from under the desert up to the port cities of 
Tripoli and Benghazi. A river that was used to irri ‐
gate farmland that the population could be allocated 
for free. 

- Where is Libya's 125 tons of gold? Where are 
Libya's international savings of USD 150 billion? 
Who has seized those funds? 

- Am I right that all wars are only to loot and 
launder money? 

- Or is it also religiously motivated? Motivated 
by the religion of certain deep state actors, who are 
not Christian, but worship "the other one". A reli ‐
gion that is about spreading as much human tragedy 
and degradation as possible? That would explain the 
motivation, for example, when you think of 
Dresden, Libya, Iraq and Syria. 

- How is it going in Libya today? Did you "spread 
freedom" and "democracy"? Or open slave markets? 
Ethnic cleansing of black Africans? Is there a civil 
war? Was the consequence unrestrained immigra ‐
tion of young men via Libya to Italy and Spain pre ‐
cisely as Gaddafi had warned would happen, if you 
removed him? 

- Why didn't Danish TV Channel DR show the 
millions of Libyans who demonstrated with green 
flags in support of Gaddafi?

- Why is there censorship of Russia Today and 
other Russian media? If we have the moral high 
ground, we have nothing to hide, right? Presidential 
candidate Robert F Kennedy says:

”There is no time in world history when the 
people who introduced censorship were 'the 
good guys'”.

- So why censorship? Why this fear of "Russian 
disinformation"? Won't the truth always win? Why 
must the Danish population put up with one-sided 
information? Do we not have freedom of speech in 
Denmark? 

- I can understand from Lisbeth Quass from DR 
that "intelligence sources" have ordered a broadcast 
about "Russian disinformation". You can find the 
cor  respondence with her in a previous newsletter, 
let me know if you can't find it. What will Danish 
intelligence sources use such a broadcast for? More 
censorship? 

- The information I share with you below cannot 
be found in Danish mainstream media, why not? We 
are talking about scientific studies, first-hand wit ‐
nes  ses from people who unjustly risk being fired for 
whistle-blowing, court cases and statistics from 
public authorities. Why are all these facts that I 

bring below hidden? 

- Where is the line between one-sided informa ‐
tion and propaganda? 

- Do you think it is ok that Julian Assange is in 
prison for reporting on American war crimes? 
(more on these below).

- If someone could get hold of USD 150 billion 
and 125 tons of gold, would they have a motive to 
spread certain "news" and claims in the media they 
own? Would they have a motive to bribe politicians 
and journalists? 

- Is Ukraine a rich country? On minerals? On 
farmland? On children? 

I have many, many more questions for you, but 
will leave it at that. 

Looking forward to your answers. 

Below is important information for you. 

I have divided it into nine categories:

• Climate
• Coup d’etats
• Covid19
• Economy
• Food
• LGBT+
• Media
• New World Order
• War

If, when you have read it more closely, you want to 
know more, you can hire me as a consultant. I will 
not accept an offer of permanent employment, un ‐
less it is as the department head. Let me know if you 
can't find my LinkedIn profile and I'll send you a link.

I asked you again, if we are at war, because 
things change quickly, in 2022 Prime Minister Mette 
Frederiksen said: "There will be no EU army". This 
was said in our Parlament the “Folketing”, and may 
have had a decisive influence on Denmark abando n ‐
ing its exemption from a cooperation on the defense 
area. Now the EU wants an EU army with 5,000 men 
(to begin with) and at the same time they want the 
right of veto to be taken away from individual coun ‐
tries. Denmark could thus be forced to send Danes 
to war against the will of the Danish people. 

I am pleased that on 3 April 2023 we were not at 
war "anywhere in the world" or "party to the armed 
conflict between Russia and Ukraine". I sincerely 
hope Russia sees it that way too. When England 
announced that they would send uranium depleted 
bullets to Ukraine, former President Medvedev sug ‐
gested that a tsunami weapon should be used 
against England. This weapon sends a 100 meter 
high tidal wave inland with radio-active material, 
thus killing everyone in its path.

And there are now open talks of nuclear war 
from both sides. Then maybe you can understand 
my concerns regarding what you do. The uranium 
depleted bullets that England sends will now conta ‐
minate Ukraine, with Europe's best agricultural 
land, into a nuclear-contaminated hell, just like 
Libya, Serbia, Iraq and many other places where 
NATO enters into "Special Military Operations", 
"aggressions ” and “armed conflicts” officially to 
“save the civilian population” and “spread democra ‐
cy”. I will spare you videos of Iraqi children born 
with birth defects. It's horrible. Trust me. But 
"unpro  voked" aggression, you write. Just watch this 
short video:

Unprovoked aggression (rumble.com), LINK
If we are to hope for peace, and stop this terrible 

war with huge loss of young men's lives, then it is 
necessary to understand what the other party is 
saying. It should be obvious. But no. Instead, the 
strictest censorship, not seen since the Second 
World War, is immediately introduced.

https://www.scandinavianfreedom.news/05
https://rumble.com/v2mtu64-unprovoked-aggression.html

